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ABSTRACT
This case study of Dodoma Municipal Council focuses on the application of statistical tools to establish Population Variables (PVs) affected by alcohol and suggested control measures. The establishment relied on primary data involving a sample size of 156 respondents selected through purposive sampling and analyzed by cross-tabs and Chi-square. The analysis found alcohol policy affects mostly the lower-educated population, small householders and youths, and these were significant at 0.029, 0.002, and 0.006 levels, respectively. The inferences drawn shows within PVs, alcohol reduces students’ performances, influences separation of families, and
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INTRODUCTION

The alcohol intake has remained the integral part of all civilization, to which Tanzania is no exception. However lack of not establishing effect of alcohol remains the challenging issue in many countries including Tanzania. Henceforth it is possible that this problem got a minimal attention as alcohol consumption began thousands of years ago. The historical facts revealed by Wikipedia (2011) indicate how consumption of alcohol known to various countries many centuries ago and these include Persia 5400 - 5000 BC, China 7000 BC, India 3000 – 2000 BC, Babylon 2700 BC and Greece 2000 BC. Even classical philosophers such as Plato (429 -347 BC), Hippocrates (460 – 370 BC) and Aristotle (384- 322 BC) also praised how alcohol was useful on population but condemned drunkenness caused by excessive drinking.

In African continent, history of alcohol development was also remarkable. Since indigenous alcohol beverages, particularly palm wine and local brands of snifter were in use throughout Africa even before the advent of Europeans (Tongue, 1976). Anthropologists also reported how in Equatorial Africa, palm wine was the only indigenous beverage but others reported that in spite of controlled tribal’s drinking, excessive alcohol consumption was known before Europeans came to Africa (Tutuola, 1953). This is based on the literatures that some African tribes mostly Ashanti of West Africa made spirits and strong liquor by distillation but the use of strong alcohol drinks spread in African countries during the time of slave trade and colonialism. It is through this, colonial domination which resulted in profound social cultural changes in the African way of life including the consumption of the liquor to prohibited strong alcohol drinks (Onyouka, 1984, Asuni, 1986, Akyeampong, 1995). As, a result, numerous countries continued consuming alcohol and level of consumption spreads worldwide.

On an average, recommendable consumption ranges between 1 – 2 and 2 – 4 drinks per day for men and women respectively or 140 -210 and 84 – 140 gram for men and women per week respectively (Djoussé et al., 2000). Theoretically, alcohol was consumed due to several reasons, as medicinal treatment for some specific diseases, pleasure and entertainment as well as for sacrament purposes (Andréasson and Allebeck, 2005). In spite of the merits of consuming alcohol, several literatures indicate that how alcohol caused a terrible impact to human health, even resulting in loss of life. As such it is a World dilemma, the evidence of which is supported
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